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How to Use: The World Physics System

The World Physics System (WPS) is used to control the gravity mode, the gravity scalar, and the gravity 
decay rate. The WPS also acts as a manager in multiple gravity systems. One WPS will only affect the 
World and World Objects designated within the array. To do this, drag each of the Worlds  into the 
Worlds Array, and drag each World Object  into the World Objects  array. To establish multiple gravity 
systems, use multiple WPS scripts and assign each World and World Object accordingly.

2) Next, set the scalar number 
using the Gravity Scalar option. 
This value will be multiplied by 
all World gravity values the 
WPS controls.

3) Then, choose which Gravity Mode will operate 
within the WPS. You have a choice between 
CONSTANT gravity, REALISTIC gravity, LINEAR 
gravity, and a MANUAL_RATE gravity option.

4) If using the MANUAL_RATE Gravity Mode 
option, you will need to set the Distance 
Decay rate. 

Note: When adjusting the Gravity Mode, please note that...
CONSTANT:   This mode applies no change of gravity over distance. 
REALISTIC:  This mode applies gravity so that it decays at an exponential 
rate to create a realistic pull/push effect.
LINEAR:    This creates a linear drop off rate for strength of gravity over distance.
MANUAL_RATE:   This manually sets the rate of drop off for the gravity system. 

Note: When adjusting the Distance Decay, please note that...

ZERO through ONE: Logarithmic Decay
ONE: Linear Decay
TWO: Realistic Decay

1) To begin, drag the WPS script onto any game object or camera element 
within your scene. This will add a new set of inspector options, as well as 
the array list needed to add new World and World Objects.
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ZERO: Constant Decay
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How to Use: The World Script

The World script is used in conjunction with the World Object script to establish gravitational orbits, 
or simply allow for free-flow gravity simulations. To use the script, simply drag the World script onto 
a game object you want to exert a gravitational pull. This will enable the World script’s Inspector 
options to appear for your game object.

1) Begin by configuring the World script by setting 
the Gravity Strength variable. The higher the 
value, the higher the gravity produced by the 
target world will be.

Note: The Effective Gravity value is a read-only value to help judge 
the amount of gravity after the gravity scalar multipliar has been 
applied.

2) Setting the debugging values will help a 
designer calibrate the gravity of an object, but 
will have no impact on the performance during 
a game. To start, enable the Render Gravity Well 
option. This will show a red wire-frame around 
your World.
3) Now adjust the Gravity At Well Edge value to 
view the field of gravity at the given strength. The 
minimum value is 0.1, and the maximum value is 
equal to your Effective Gravity.
4) Finally, set the Debug Target option to a game 
object that has the World Object script applied. 
The Gravity On Debug Target read-out will display 
how much gravity is being enacted on target 
each game tick.
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How to Use: The World Object Script
The World Object is used in conjunction with the World script to establish gravity. Depending on how 
the script is configured, an orbit based gravity field or a free-flow gravity field can be created. To 
use the script, simply drag the World Object script onto a game object. This will enable the World 
Object script’s inspector options to appear for your game object.

1) First, choose whether you want to enable or 
disable the Gravity Ignores Mass option. Enabling 
this option will not take mass into account when 
calculating the pull of gravity on an object. 
Disabling this option will take into account the 
pull of gravity on an object.
Note: The World gravity system is designed to work without taking 
mass into account. Enabling mass may produce undesired results.

2) Next, decide if you want the object to orbit 
within a specific World gravity field, or to freely 
interract with all of the World gravity fields within 
range. To set an orbit, select the Orbital Target 
option and choose a World from the menu given.

3) Finally, adjust the orbital path of the World 
Object by adjusting the X, Y, and Z in the 
Orbital Axis panel. Values for each axis range 
from negative one to one, with zero being the 
equivalent of 45o to each axis.

Note: The menu will only show the Worlds that are in the same World 
Physics System as the World Object.
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4) You should now have a gravitational system 
set up using the Nimbus Garden Gravitational 
Physics scripts. One last thing to check is to make 
sure each World and Wold Object you created 
are properly added to a World Physics System 
controller.
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Questions. comments. or further discussion can be posted at:
http://forums.NimbusGarden.com


